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From the Executive Director
Looking through our first issue of OTO for 2019, it’s certainly been a busy start to the year for everyone
at GSNSW.
For me, the highlights of the year to date have been the launch of the High tech metals of NSW map,
along with the NSW minerals strategy in February; a host of outreach activities (see below); and the
commencement of the MinEx CRC at the start of the year, with GSNSW beginning work in the Cobar
Basin as part of our planned participation in the National Drilling Initiative.
On the topic of the MinEx CRC, another priority for GSNSW over the past few months has been to work
collaboratively with minerals industry representatives to develop an expression of interest process for
Group 1 exploration licence applications within the five MinEx CRC Mineral Allocation Areas. The
Working Group process has been a constructive exercise and I would like to extend my thanks to the
industry participants for their contribution, which will ensure that explorers will be able to continue to
work in these areas, while ensuring the best possible outcome from the state’s investment in MinEx
CRC.
Looking slightly ahead, 6–10 May is NSW Minerals Week, which includes GSNSW’s flagship
Exploration in The Rocks (EITR) event on Tuesday 7 May. In order to avoid clashing with the Sydney
Resources Roundup, this year EITR will be a morning event, to be held at the Park Hyatt Sydney from
8.30 am to 12.30 pm. You can register for this free event through Eventbrite and further details on EITR
and other GSNSW seminars and workshops are available in the Upcoming Events section of this
newsletter.
I look forward to speaking with you during NSW Minerals Week, either at EITR, or at GSNSW’s booth at
the Sydney Resources Roundup.
Chris Yeats
Executive Director, Geological Survey of NSW

New products
High-tech metal resources of NSW map
GSNSW has released the high-tech metal resources of NSW map to showcase the state’s
potential for high-tech metals, including copper and gold, rare earth elements, platinum group
elements, cobalt, lithium, titanium and zirconium. The two-sided map explains the sources and
uses of high-tech metals, includes summaries of significant NSW projects, and is a valuable
resource for schools and other education groups. This map is available from our website or as
hardcopy. To encourage distribution and use of this great educational resource we ask you to
check in with your local science teacher or librarian, who might like a free folded or flat A0 map to
display.

Side one of the high-tech metal resources of New South Wales map.

Contact: geoscience.products@geoscience.nsw.gov.au
Ph: 02 4063 6653

Coolabah and Mount Oxley explanatory notes
GSNSW has also just released the Coolabah and Mount Oxley explanatory notes, which are
expected to be the last two standard map sheet explanatory notes to be published by the
Geological Survey of NSW. They accompany the first editions of the Coolabah 1:100 000
geological map, which covers part of the central Lachlan Orogen, and the Mount Oxley 1:100 000
geological map, which covers a segment of the boundary between the central Lachlan Orogen and
the southern Thomson Orogen.

With the creation of the NSW seamless geology dataset, future mapping will target specific issues
and areas, rather than map sheets and all information will be updated through the digital database.
These last two explanatory notes mark the end of an era of geological mapping of standard sheet
areas that started in the mid-1960s in NSW.
Contact: geoscience.products@geoscience.nsw.gov.au
Ph: 02 4063 6653

NSW renewable energy resources map
An updated NSW renewable energy resources map has been released. This two-sided map shows
the distribution of potential sources of solar, wind, wave, biomass, hydro and geothermal
renewable energy in NSW, and the revised edition includes information on small-scale solar and
pumped hydro. The map can be downloaded through DIGS or the information can be viewed
through our interactive online platform that uses ArcGIS mapping software.
Renewable energy resources of New South Wales – basic viewer
Renewable energy resources of New South Wales – advanced viewer
Contact: geoscience.products@geoscience.nsw.gov.au
Ph: 02 4063 6653

Side one of the updated renewable energy resources of New South Wales map.

New mineral display cabinets at Londonderry core
library

An extensive set of museum-grade secure display cabinets were installed in January at our WB
Clarke Geoscience Centre in Londonderry. These will be used to display selected minerals, fossils
and other items from our collections and are a great addition for visitors and open days.

The newly installed mineral display cabinets are a great addition to the WB Clarke Geoscience Centre foyer.

Project updates
MinEx CRC
MinEx Cooperative Research Centre (MinEx CRC) is a 10-year, $220 million collaboration
between federal and state governments, CSIRO, leading Australian universities and the minerals
industry that will unlock covered terranes to mineral exploration. GSNSW has signed up to be a
major participant in the CRC’s National Drilling Initiative (NDI), which will undertake pre-competitive
drilling to acquire previously unobtainable data on prospective rocks buried under deep, nonprospective cover. The focus of MinEx CRC activities in NSW will be five areas (North Cobar,
South Cobar, Mundi, Forbes and Dubbo) that are undercover extensions to known mineralised
terranes.
Initial activity will focus on North and South Cobar, with assessment of legacy data and
biogeochemical sampling underway, and plans in place to undertake hydrogeochemical sampling
and to fly an airborne electromagnetic survey later this year over the Greater Cobar Basin,
including the North and South Cobar MinEx CRC areas. See below for further details.
Further information about the MinEx CRC and regular updates are available here:
https://www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/geoscienceinformation/minexcrc

The five areas gazetted as MAAs as part of the MinEx CRC.

MinEx CRC – MAA working group
The five NSW MinEx CRC focus areas were gazetted as Mineral Allocation Areas (MAAs) on 10
August 2018 for Group 1 Minerals. A working group of government and industry representatives is
developing a robust, transparent and equitable process to ensure that explorers will be able to
access new ground within the MAAs during the 10-year life of the CRC.
Contact: minex.crc@planning.nsw.gov.au

MinEx CRC – Cobar information sessions
Community information sessions were held in Cobar on 9 and 10 April and Lake Cargelligo on 11
April to inform locals on planned MinEx CRC activities. The informal sessions provided fact sheets
on hydrogeochemistry, biogeochemistry, geological mapping and airborne electro-magnetic
surveys. MinView was used to show attendees the geology of the region and their landholding.

Contact: phil.gilmore@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6737

MinEx CRC – North and South Cobar sampling
Hydrogeochemical sampling of water bores in the Greater Cobar Basin, including the North and
South Cobar NDI areas, is scheduled for late May to early June. Members of the regional mapping
team will be trained by experts from CSIRO to undertake the sampling. Water samples will be
analysed for approximately 65 parameters including anions, cations, platinum group elements
(PGE) and Au. Other analyses will include oxygen and sulfur isotopes, hydrocarbons, and isotopic
dating. Hydrogeochemistry is a low impact technique to test groundwater, bedrock signatures and
distal footprints of mineral systems.
Joe Schifano has been admitted to the MinEx CRC PhD program – the first MinEx CRC
postgraduate project to be established in NSW. Joe has been sampling cypress pines in the
greater Cobar area. Like hydrogeochemistry, biogeochemistry is a low impact technique to detect
groundwater, bedrock and mineral system chemical signatures.
Contact: phil.gilmore@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6737

MinEx CRC – AEM survey
GSNSW and Geoscience Australia are planning the largest airborne electromagnetic (AEM) survey
ever flown in NSW. The survey will be flown in central-western NSW over the Cobar region during
2019, with final data delivered in 2020.
The Cobar AEM survey is the first of a series of GSNSW data collection projects that will focus on
the five MinEx CRC NDI areas in the state’s central and far west. The survey will be flown eastwest with maximum of 5 km line spacing. Flight lines will avoid towns and buildings and be
correlated with existing water monitoring boreholes, mineral drill holes and seismic lines to aid
interpretation.

Proposed AEM survey area.

For more information about the survey visit:
https://www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/geoscienceinformation/minexcrc/current-activities.
Contact: astrid.carlton@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6611

Mineral potential mapping project in East Lachlan
The Zone 55E mineral potential mapping project is well advanced. Five mineral system models
(porphyry Cu-Au, volcanic-hosted massive sulfide, granite-related skarn, Tabberabberan orogenic
Au and Kanimblan orogenic Au) have been prepared and integrated into the study. Over 700
predictive layers that map key mineral system variables (source, transport and trap) have been
prepared. These are currently being tested against selected training points. The next stage will be
to select 10–20 predictive layers for each model and to prepare the final mineral potential maps for
release in the second half of 2019.
Contact: phil.blevin@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6738

Collaborative volcanism project with University of New
England
The University of New England (UNE) is progressing with various mapping and petrology projects
at the 3rd year, honours and PhD level to advance the understanding of the Permian Wandsworth
volcanic events. Field work by a UNE student has commenced in the Wellingrove area where
extensive contact relationships between contact metamorphosed volcanic rocks and the
subvolcanic Wellingrove Monzogranite (256.1 ± 1.4 Ma) are preserved. The GSNSW has
submitted two age dating samples for ID-TIMS dating, one from the base of the Annalee
Pyroclastics, and a microgranite from the large Glen Eden porphyry Sn-W-Mo deposit, which is
hosted by the Wandsworth Volcanic Group. HyLogging of drill core from Glen Eden will commence
shortly to better understand the hyperspectral signature of the alteration associated with the
mineralisation as a guide to the recognition of distal alteration patterns of other mineral systems
that may be hosted within the volcanic pile.
Contact: kate.bull@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6684

Hyperspectral characterisation and thermal maturity
mapping of Cobar Basin
A HyLoggerTM case study covering orebodies of the Cobar mineral field has been completed and is
in peer review, prior to release as a GSNSW Quarterly Note in the second half of 2019. The project
involved hyperspectral scanning of ~9000 metres of diamond drill core from the Endeavor, CSA,
Perseverance, Great Cobar, Chesney and Queen Bee orebodies. Petrographic, mineral chemical
and mineral crystallinity studies were also conducted to validate and build upon the HyLogger™
outputs. The main outcomes of the study are:
•
•
•
•

characterisation of changes in alteration mineralogy as mineralisation is approached
distinction of stratigraphic variability and its potential control on mineralisation
mapping thermal maturity across the Cobar Basin using mineral crystallinity
characterisation of thermal changes as mineralisation is approached.

The methods outlined in this study can be applied throughout the Cobar Basin and some aspects
of the study will remain ongoing. Calibration of the HyLogger™ determined mineral crystallinity
using conventional X-ray diffraction methods is of particular interest and will aid in determining the
changing thermal character of the sedimentary pile throughout the Cobar Basin, as well as the
distinction of otherwise cryptic thermal increases towards mineralisation.
Contact: joel.fitzherbert@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6673

Sunset Clause project
NSW legislative changes in 2016 mean that from 1 June 2021, confidential company reports will
become open file 5 years after submission. This will result in a large amount of previously
confidential data being released on 1 June 2021. GSNSW has commenced the Sunset Clause
project to prepare reports and data for this release. The initial phase has focused on extracting
drilling and surface sample assay data from company reports and loading this into the
Department’s Geoscientific Data Warehouse. This data will then be made available through
MinView, where explorers can display and interrogate the data alongside existing statewide
geological mapping datasets and geophysical imagery. Significant effort is required to check,
validate and reformat the data to ensure that it is of sufficient quality for release.
Work is ongoing to load and validate new and historic data into GSNSW databases in anticipation
of this significant public data release. Over the past 12 months the following data has been added
to GSNSW databases:
•
•
•

6,547 mineral drill holes (1813 public)
Assay results for 635,361 down hole samples (20,275 already public)
Assay results for 155,315 surface samples (30,293 already public)

Most non-confidential GSNSW data can be viewed and/or downloaded via the MinView and DIGS
portals.
MinView - https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au
DIGS - https://search.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
Contact: minview.info@geoscience.nsw.gov.au

AusLAMP project
The AusLAMP NSW deep-crustal electrical resistivity imaging project is acquiring long period
magnetotelluric soundings on a 55 km by 55 km grid across the state. Field technicians from
Geoscience Australia and GSNSW have acquired 42 new stations since January in areas around
Cobar, Nyngan and Gilgandra (see figure). Overall, the project has collected 195 out of 321
planned sites across NSW, with acquisition expected to be completed by June 2020.
Alison Kirkby from Geoscience Australia has been investigating the AusLAMP results in NSW and
Victoria using 3D inversion software developed by the Oregon State University and the National
Computer Infrastructure (NCI) high performance computer. Alison has created a series of 3D voxet

models of the resistivity structure of the crust and presented some preliminary results at the
National MT Workshop held in Adelaide 5 December 2018;
http://www.energymining.sa.gov.au/minerals/knowledge_centre/presentation_library/national_mt_w
orkshop_and_auslamp_sa_release_day.
To learn more about AusLAMP, visit: http://www.ga.gov.au/about/projects/resources/auslamp
Contact: ned.stolz@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6639

Map showing field acquisition progress of the AusLAMP NSW survey. Beige labels have been successfully
acquired, green labels are currently deployed, blue labels have had land access approved and are ready for
deployment, pink labels are yet to be acquired.

Southeast Lachlan crustal transect
Deep crustal reflection seismic data were successfully acquired over three lines in north-east
Victoria and south-east NSW during March and April 2018 (see figure). Processed seismic
sections for all three lines were delivered in time for a collaborative interpretation workshop in
Melbourne in early March this year between scientists from GSNSW, the Geological Survey of
Victoria, Geoscience Australia and AuScope.
Results from the workshop will be released at Discoveries in the Tasmanides in September 2019.
The data confirmed some structural and geodynamic interpretations for this part of the Tasmanides
and also identified new features such as blind faults, imbrication of the mid-crust and fault
geometries at depth.

Gravity data will be acquired along the seismic lines at 400 m intervals in May to June 2019 while
planning is underway to collect broadband MT readings along the lines at 4 km station spacings
(see figure) either in May to June, or September to October 2019. These data will assist the
interpretation of the seismic data, especially for determining the resistivity and densities of
lithologies at depth. Forward modelling of the gravity will also enable testing of different structural
interpretations by comparing calculated gravity against the observed data.

Map showing the locations of the South East Lachlan Crustal Transect seismic lines 1, 2 and 3. Gravity
readings will be acquired along all of these lines.

Map showing the locations of the South East Lachlan Crustal Transect broadband MT stations planned in
NSW for acquisition later in 2019.

Statewide depth to basement 3D model update
Newly acquired datasets, re-evaluation of geological and geophysical data and 3D modelling have
led to a better understanding of basin geometries and rock distribution across the Southern
Thomson Orogen and the Sydney, Gunnedah and Bowen basins. These refinements have been
incorporated into an updated depth to basement 3D model that encompasses all New South
Wales.
In 2016, GSNSW released the ‘Statewide post-Carboniferous cover thickness 3D model’. The
model aimed to constrain the thickness of post-Carboniferous cover that overlies the crystalline
basement across NSW, as well as define the geometry of the overlying basins. A fundamental
output of this study was the statewide depth to basement (DTB) 3D surface.

Perspective view of the DTB model showing the top of basement surface (Robinson, 2017).

The first-pass version of the 2016 statewide 3D model was constrained by interpreted lithology
from approximately 150,000 water bores, combined with pre-existing seismic picks, basement
contours and magnetic source depth models. The information was then validated by collating and
interpreting lithological logs from approximately 25,000 mineral, petroleum and coal drill holes. The
2016 depth to basement and basement outcrop were also constrained using the line work from the
Seamless Geology and the Surface Geology of New South Wales 1:1,500,000 map.

Updated statewide depth to basement 3D model.

Contact: ned.stolz@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6639

Science in the Surveys 2019
GSNSW hosted around 100 mineral explorers, geological survey geoscientists and researchers
from all corners of Australia for Science in the Surveys 2019 on Tuesday 26 March in Maitland.
Science in the Surveys is held every 2 years and this year’s theme was New data, new tools, new
frontiers – the role of government in mineral discovery.
The day featured presentations on new data and products for mineral explorers from each of
Australia’s state and territory geological surveys and Geoscience Australia. There were also
presentations from CSIRO on its research in support of mineral exploration; a look back at the
Deep Exploration Technologies CRC (DET CRC) which delivered new drilling and sensing
technologies; a look forward at the MinEx CRC which will carry on and expand on DET CRC’s
work for the next decade; an overview of AuScope’s geoscience infrastructure which includes
HyLogger™; and an overview of Australia’s decadal plan for geoscience and what it means for the
exploration industry. Feedback from attendees was very positive with a number of Science in the
Survey veterans suggesting it was ‘the best ever’ which is a credit to all GSNSW staff who worked
to make the day a success. All presentations can be downloaded here.

Chris Yeats delivering the opening address at Science in the Surveys 2019.

East Riverina mapping project
This five-year geological mapping project in the central Lachlan Orogen includes the Wagga tin
belt and the Gilmore and Kancoona fault zones. The area is prospective for a range of deposit

styles, including intrusive tin–tungsten deposits (e.g. Ardlethan), orogenic gold and copper–gold
porphyry systems.
Mapping finished in late-2018, with the project team currently completing line work (for release via
Seamless Geology) and a series of reports outlining advances in our understanding of the geology
of the area. These will include Devonian felsic volcanic rocks, Devonian sedimentary rocks,
orogenic gold, new SHRIMP U-Pb geochronology with Geoscience Australia, structural review and
synthesis.
Recent published reports include a description of new palaeontological specimens from the project
by Yong Yi Zhen and Zoe Wyllie (GS2018/1001), and a review of mechanical gold and tin deposits
by Cait Stuart, Daniel Cronin and Mel Ricketts (GS2018/1024).
Contact: phil.gilmore@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6737

Seamless Geology of NSW
An update to the Statewide Seamless Geology dataset will be released in May 2019 and include:
• updates and improvements to many of the rock unit attributes contained in the dataset
• updated geology of the Southern Thomson Orogen in northwestern NSW using results from
the recent stratigraphic drilling campaign and the Southern Thomson ARC Linkage Project
• an upgrade to the geology of the Forbes 1:250,000 map sheet area, using linework from
the original Forbes mapping project
• new fault attribution information for the eastern Lachlan Orogen and Sydney Basin.
The New South Wales Statewide Seamless Geology dataset is available for free download in
ArcMap (10.4 or later), ArcGIS Pro (2.2 or later), MapInfo (11.5 or later) and QGIS (3.2 or later)
packages. For future updates and downloads of the Seamless Geology dataset (including the May
2019 release), visit the Project web page.
This NSW Seamless Geology is a statewide compilation of the best available NSW digital geology
mapping data in an internally consistent database format. Edge-match problems between
geological maps of different eras and scales have been resolved. A series of solid geology layers
under younger cover sequences have been inferred using geophysical and drillhole data showing
major geological subdivisions in subsurface and outcrop (see the image below). The complete
statewide dataset also contains a comprehensive set of attributes describing the fault kinematics,
grouped into tectonic events. This fault attribution project is still in progress and data will be
included in subsequent releases of the Seamless Geology dataset.
The package also contains statewide base data (roads, railways, river, locations, contours) and
layers showing soil data and outcrop location.

The Seamless Geology dataset will be continually updated and refined as new digital geological
mapping data becomes available.
The Seamless Geology dataset is also available in an edited and simplified format that can be
viewed and interrogated on:
• MinView
• smartphones and tablets using GSNSW-developed NSW Geology (iOS) and Locus
(Android) applications (see the image below). Download the seamless mobile maps here.
Both mobile applications are free. After installation of the application and downloading the
seamless geology data, the mobile maps data is stored internally on the user’s device (up
to 1GB of free storage space is required). This allows anyone to access the best-available
NSW seamless geology data on their phone or tablet anywhere in the state without the
need for internet or mobile phone reception. Most mobile devices come with a built-in GPS,
which is used by the application to show the user’s location on the map.

Contact: gary.colquhoun@planning.nsw.gov.au Ph: 02 4063 6652 or
chris.folkes@planning.nsw.gov.au Ph: 02 4063 6625

Geoheritage project
The GSNSW is creating a digital register of ~2000 identified places of geoheritage significance
across NSW. These sites are places of outstanding scientific, educational or historic value and
cover everything from geological formations to fossil localities and mining history. The first stage of
the project is to digitally capture site locations already identified in historical geological heritage
reports with ~90% of the ~2000 identified sites captured to date. Following the rapid capture of all
site locations, the data will be updated to include the true extent of the site and attributed in greater
detail.
Some geoheritage sites are environmentally sensitive and may require special consideration, such
as the location not being made public. The final dataset will provide supporting information to help
assess a site, to help preservation and to inform future land use planning as well as educational
and geotourism activities.
Contact: kelly.tucker@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6573

Geotechnical Report Database project
GSNSW is working with other NSW Government agencies to assume responsibility for the
management of all geotechnical data for the state and has established a working group for the
Geotechnical Reports Database project. This multi-year project will establish geotechnical report
data submission and access via DIGS and MinView online systems. An internal proof of concept
database that includes ~3400 Public Works geotechnical reports is on track for completion by the
end of June 2019, with the project now moving into developer review and preliminary testing
phase.
Contact: cressida.gilmore@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph:02 4063 6627

Outreach events
Lake Macquarie summer holiday program
GSNSW staff, including our enthusiastic Graduate Geoscientists and Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths (STEM) summer student interns led two great outreach events for the Lake
Macquarie City Council in January.
On Saturday 12 January, the public enjoyed exploring the caves at Caves Beach and learning
about their age and how they formed. Our knowledge of the geology of the wider Lake Macquarie
region helped people get a perspective of the ongoing earth processes that continually create our
environment. There were great interactive activities that encouraged children to learn about the
different properties of the rocks around them and understand the time frames of geological
processes. This event was fully booked, with 30 participants and 30 on the waiting list. This great

result reflects last year’s successful program and shows the public enthusiasm for hands-on
science education.

GSNSW staff explaining the formation of the caves at Caves Beach.

On Wednesday 16 January, the public enjoyed the opportunity to explore Lake Macquarie at the
Wangi Reserve and learn interesting facts about how the lake formed. This event was also fully
booked, with 2 on the waitlist. Our geologists explained the different types of rocks that underlie the
lake, using samples from across the Sydney Basin. Models and practical demonstrations made it
easier for participants to relate to the large-scale processes that have shaped their local
environment. Events and features of the past 260 million years ‒ including vast river plains,
mountain-building, volcanoes, supercontinent breakup and sea level change ‒ fed into the story of
Lake Macquarie. Again, the kids’ activities were a great success and a simple way to help explain
geological processes.

Supporting Newcastle Museum’s Summer of Science
On Monday 21 January our team of volunteers ran activities for the Newcastle Museum’s
Supernova Summer of Science Exhibition. We delivered a great range of school holiday activities
for kids of all ages, including a fossil dig, paper models of ancient sea creatures and volcanoes,
and colouring in. The kids especially enjoyed our newest activity, making their own fossil.
This event was a great opportunity to display information about NSW geology, with over 100
people coming through the stall. Kids and parents alike were amazed at the fluorescent minerals
display and the wide range of metals that go into their mobile phones. The Geology of the
Newcastle Coastline and Surface Geology of NSW brochures were also very popular.

The GSNSW display at Newcastle Museum, showcasing some of our products and a range of school holiday
activities.

GSNSW attends teachers conference
On 29 and 30 March, GSNSW staff attended the Biology, Earth and Environmental Science and
Investigating Science (BEEINS) Teachers Conference at Macquarie University. This 2-day event
focused on the new Year 12 courses, providing tips and insights into developing engaging teaching
programs and classroom activities.
GSNSW had a booth to showcase many of our free maps and brochures. We ran out of the hightech metals map on the first day and had to urgently ship down reinforcements! We also gave
away a lot of copies of our statewide geophysical maps and renewable energy resources maps, for
display on school room walls, as well as our popular NSW surface geology and mineral projects
brochures for use in research projects. Our Newcastle coastal geology and Port Macquarie coastal
geotrail brochures were also popular, as they contain lots of useful local information, and outline
geological processes that have operated there over time. This event also provided a great
opportunity to demonstrate Common Ground, MinView and our mobile geology app. Teachers
across all sciences were very impressed with the amount of online data that they can easily access
through GSNSW systems.

Demonstrating MinView to an interested teacher.

Our booth showcased a range of publications, along with our periodic table of mobile phones display.

Discussing resources needed by Earth & Environmental Science teachers at BEEINS.

Online Resources
MinView ‒ new data and new features
The latest release of MinView includes the full NSW Statewide Seamless Geology, delivering 50
new layers including folds, faults and structural point data for each geological province. Choose the
new Seamless Geology View to load all the new Seamless Geology data with a single click.
Use Crtl +F5 to ensure you are accessing the latest version 12.20.12

You can search layers spatially or using text for rock unit names and dominant lithology, folds, faults and
rock unit boundary types.

A handy new search coordinate tool is available on the left side of the map. Enter your Lon Lat
coordinate and MinView will zoom to that location. More features available here
https://www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/geoscienceinformation/services/online-services/minview

Drillcore news
Broken Hill core library extension completed
Stage 2 of the EC Andrews Drillcore Facility in Broken Hill is complete and ready to house drillcore.
Negotiations with local mining companies to acquire representative core from the Broken Hill
orebodies have resulted in both Perilya and CBH delivering drillcore for public access. A selection
of deep stratigraphic holes from the Broken Hill Southern and Northern leases covering the full
mine stratigraphy is still being finalised. Once delivered, this will be the first time that drillcore from
the entire Broken Hill line of lode will be stored in a public facility. This will allow university
students, academics and explorers access to view mine drillcore without having to visit an
operating mine.

Part of the Stage 2 development now complete at the core facility in Broken Hill.

Contact: kevin.capnerhurst@planning.nsw.gov.au
Ph: 02 6360 9531

HyLogger™ datasets uploaded to the AuScope and
AusGIN portals since 1 December 2018
Dataset
no.

GSNSW drill ID

323
324

Hole Name

Program

Upload week

MIN_009021

DR38C

Mitchells Creek Mine - Bodangora

16/01/2019

MIN:171886

MBRC019

Mallee Bull

16/01/2019

325

MIN:085087

MBDD003

Mallee Bull

23/01/2019

326

MIN:139633

PSCDD001

Sandy Creek

23/01/2019

327

MIN:040883

BMD001

Blue Mountain - Gilgunnia

6/02/2019

328

MIN:040884

BMD002

Blue Mountain - Gilgunnia

6/02/2019

329

MIN:022227

RCAT054

Buryan - Alectown

13/03/2019

330

MIN:022228

RCAT055

Buryan - Alectown

13/03/2019

331

MIN:022229

RCAT056

Buryan - Alectown

13/03/2019

332

MIN:022231

RCAT058

Buryan - Alectown

20/03/2019

333

MIN:022232

RCAT059

Buryan - Alectown

20/03/2019

334

MIN:022233

RCAT060

Buryan - Alectown

20/03/2019

335

MIN:138214

GHD009

Mount Adrah

20/03/2019

336

MIN:022234

ACDAT061

Alectown

20/03/2019

337

MIN:013032

HDD001

Huntley

20/03/2019

338

MIN:013035

HDD004

Huntley

20/03/2019

339

MIN:013040

HDD009

Huntley

20/03/2019

340

MIN:063156

BYRCD004

Alectown

27/03/2019

341

MIN:018408

DD93BJ6

Burley Jack

27/03/2019

342

MIN:018409

DD93BJ7

Burley Jack

27/03/2019

343

MIN:018410

DD93BJ8

Burley Jack

27/03/2019

344

MIN_074952

GCB-166

Canbelego - Burra

27/03/2019

345

MIN_074949

GCB-163

Canbelego - Burra

27/03/2019

346

MIN_074946

GCB-160

Canbelego - Burra

27/03/2019

347

MIN:234250

AWPN02A

EL6286

27/03/2019

348

MIN:234247

AWNB05

EL6286

27/03/2019

349

MIN:234249

AWPN01A

EL6286

27/03/2019

350

MIN_108583

TATD043

Avoca Tank - Girilambone

3/04/2019

351

MIN_108570

TATD030

Avoca Tank - Girilambone

3/04/2019

352

MIN_239464

MTD027

Murrawombie

3/04/2019

353

MIN_239463

MTD014

Murrawombie - Girilambone

3/04/2019

354

MIN_158559

GCB177

Canbelego - Burra

3/04/2019

355

MIN_110403

TTDD028

Tritton Group ELs

10/04/2019

Total drillholes uploaded

33

Diary and contacts
Upcoming Events
7 May: Exploration in The Rocks and NSW Exploration Data Workshop
GSNSW is again hosting Exploration in The Rocks (EITR) and an Exploration Data Workshop as
part of NSW Minerals Week. EITR will feature presentations of recent projects conducted by
GSNSW and their implications for exploration. This free event is being held at the Park Hyatt, The
Rocks from 8.30 am-12.30 pm and registration is required (EITR2019.eventbrite.com.au).
The half day NSW Exploration Data Workshop will showcase the new geological models and
prospectivity datasets produced by GSNSW and provide an overview of our data discovery and
delivery systems – MinView and DIGS. This free interactive event will be held at Saxons Training
Facilities, Level 10, 10 Barrack St, Sydney with all computer equipment supplied. It will run from
1.30 pm-5.30 pm and registration is required (DataWorkshopMap2019.eventbrite.com.au).

23-25 July: Uncover Curnamona 2019
Uncover Curnamona 2019 is a collaboration between the geological surveys of New South Wales
and South Australia, and the Geological Society of Australia and will include presentations,
workshops, core viewing and field trips. Come along, share information, hear from current mineral
explorers and learn about cutting-edge research by geological surveys and other collaborative
partners including the MinEx CRC and the UNCOVER initiative. This free event is being held
across multiple venues in Broken Hill and registration is required (uncovercurnamona2019).
25-27 September: Discoveries in the Tasmanides
This iconic and unique event renowned as a forum for exploration and mine case studies as well
as scientific advances in understanding tectonics and metallogenesis of the Tasmanides will occur
in Wagga Wagga. For more information visit www.minesandwines.com.au.

Events attended by GSNSW (and upcoming)
Event
Geoscience-focussed

Location

Date

Sydney Basin Symposium

Branxton, NSW

22 March 2019

Science in the Surveys

Rutherford, NSW

26 March 2019

PACRIM

Auckland, NZ

3-5 April 2019

Exploration in The Rocks

Sydney, NSW

7 May 2019

Sydney Resources Roundup

Sydney, NSW

7-9 May 2019

APPEA 2019

Brisbane, Qld

27-30 May 2019

Cobar, NSW

9 April 2019

Sydney, NSW

7 May 2019

Lake Macquarie Great Outdoors

Lake Macquarie, NSW

12 and 16 January 2019

Newcastle Museum Summer of
Science

Newcastle, NSW

21 January 2019

Amateur Geological Society of the
Hunter

Newcastle, NSW

MinEx CRC Community Leader
consultation

Cobar, NSW

4–8 February 2019

BEEINS Teachers Conference

Sydney, NSW

29‒30 March 2019

TOCAL field days

Tocal, NSW

3‒5 May 2019

Newcastle & Lake Macquarie Career
Expo

Newcastle, NSW

16 May 2019

Hunter Valley Career Expo

Maitland, NSW

17 May 2019

Geoscience-focussed – Upcoming

Data workshops
Cobar Exploration Data Workshop

Data workshops – Upcoming
NSW Exploration Data Workshop

Public outreach

24 January 2019

Public outreach – Upcoming

Products
Digital Imaging Geoscientific Systems (DIGS)
Geophysical images and data
Online sales: www.shop.nsw.gov.au
OTO
Quarterly Notes

Product enquiries
Maps and data packages: geoscience.products@geoscience.nsw.gov.au Tel: 02 4063 6653
Geophysical images and data: geophysics.products@geoscience.nsw.gov.au Tel: 02 4063 6639
Counter sales: mineralpublication.orders@geoscience.nsw.gov.au Free call: 1300 736 122 Tel:
02 4063 6500
General product enquiries: gavin.ayre@planning.nsw.gov.au Tel: 02 4063 6653
Subscribe to OTO newsletter: outcrop.newsletter@geoscience.nsw.gov.au
Subscribe to Quarterly Notes: kim.marchiori@planning.nsw.gov.au

Information
Web: www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au
GSNSW: Geological Survey of NSW
Visit the Geoscience Information webpages where you will find access to online systems DIGS®, MinView,
GDW, upcoming GSNSW events, news, publications and product information.
Privacy
Correct your recorded details by contacting outcrop.newsletter@geoscience.nsw.gov.au
Disclaimer: This newsletter contains materials prepared by the Division of Resources and Geoscience, under the
Department of Planning and Environment (the Department). View the Department’s Copyright and Disclaimer here.

